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About This Game
Gladiator: Blades of Fury is a melee combat action fighting game set during the medieval period. Players can play as a gladiator
from four different clans, namely the Barbarians, the Assassins, the Knights, and the Dwarves. All heroes are unique and have
their own weapons, skills, and fighting styles.
Test your combat skills in the tournament mode and claim the ultimate price, to be crowned the champion gladiator. The
thrilling quick match mode allows you to play and practice a quick game to sharpen your skills. Explore different environments
while you learn the art of combat.
Features:
1. Players can choose up to 20 heroes with different fighting styles.
2. 4 Fighting clans, namely Barbarians, Assassins, Knights, and the Dwarves.
3. 7 Environments to choose from.
4. Realistic fighting experience with awesome graphics
5. 3 difficulty levels and 2 different play modes
5. Perform weapon combos, slow-motion moves to fight and win the tournament.
6. Multi-language support, English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Japanese, Chinese, Russian and Dutch.
7. Tested successfully on Windows 7 & above.
8. Multiplayer support in the game.
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Title: Gladiator: Blades of Fury
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or later required
Processor: Intel Core i3 515 7U
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 1 GB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Avoid at all costs. One of the worst FPS experiences I have ever had!
I really hope Kaos Studios does not rip everyone off again with the sequel to this game, Homefront. Magnificent story, but
awful ending.
This is a fantastic experience until the disappointing ending. We play one of the greatest figures in the history of Christendom
and the setting is perfect. The terrors and degradation that great Christian martyres such as Nicolas Eymerich had to edure and
cleanse were many and he goes about eradicating festering filth very well.
The dialogue is a major plus as we are treated to wrods of wisdom throughout and the voicework is done perfectly as it really
gives you a feel for how life was at that time for the church brethren.
The plot contains one of the worst heresies of Christendom, Catharism, though this abomination is not dwelled upon for too
long. Fortunately, the evilsof Catharism was wiped out after a magnificent siege of their mountain stronghold.
While the story, characters and voices are brilliant, some of the controls are sticky as I would have to keep clicking on things a
number of times and also there are lots of triggers that open up items to collect, even though you know you will need them
earlier, but they can't be collected till needed. I never did understand the chicken and the pulley though.
I had to use the cross (auto complete) on some of the puzzles as they were tricky, mainly due to the game mechanisms being not
totally user friendly.
It was a wonderful experience until the awful ending, which kind of made no sense and just appeared to end really abruptly,
with a message about the next installment.
I really hope the next chapter comes out soon.
The main character was the writer of a magnificent early work that was the forerunner to the great Malleus, that helped to
reduce the fetid stench of witchcraft in the Middle Ages.
If only we had people in the church today as charasmatic and effective with vile heresy, Islam, the position of women and the
filth of the modern world that plagues us constantly.
A highly recommended experience.. If you like the PRR and you have Horseshoe Curve, you need this train. Pulls great, runs
great, sounds great. Not crazy over the bell, but that's a personal preference I guess. The horn is my favorite in the game. This
thing smokes more than Willie Nelson (if you catch my drift), just like the real alcos did. The RS11 was also used on the LIRR,
so I'm hoping they make a route out here so they can make a reskin of this in LIRR blue and orange. Interesting time killer
One of them low-memory-demanding games you play while your waiting for downloads, but then get hooked. Unless you are a
hard-core multiplayer, in which case I believe the magic items and new races will make this worth it for you, I wouldn't fret this
X-pac until it is on a super-sale.
It was well done. Humorous halflings and their chicken chasing, but there wasn't a lot of material to play. The scenarios ended
far too quickly, and there were only a few of those. So if it's on sale, it's worth a shot.. I backed this game cause there was
potential.
But they flopped this one so hard i cannot do anything but laugh.
Haahaa! No, just no, what were you thinking LindenLabs?. I always felt like Borderlands was overrated, and it was mostly held
up by the post-apocalyptic wasteland buzz that Fallout 3 generated at the time. It can be fun with friends, but you're better off
playing Borderlands 2 with friends.
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A fun little side bit to the game, but definitely overpriced. I am glad I snagged it at half price or I'd have been very disappointed
in the value.. 10\/10 solid game, pure llama slaughter satisfaction. There's nothing that hits my llama murdering needs like this
game. Every person who believes llamas are pure evil will get their tinfoil hats after playing this game for 10 minutes. Let the
llama murder commence #llamanatiMustFall. The bundle is only really worth it's price when on sale for 50% off. I got it
primarily for the 25,000 galatic standards. However you actually also save a lot of credits not having to pay to increase the size
of your warehouse, so that's nice. Bonuses for the synergy and loytaly vouchers plus extra fleet strenght means less grind. I've
learned that the premium ships are better to use if you wanna grind out some synergy because they give 20%free synergy and
extra income plus they are a lil more OP than the standard ships.
The stickers can't be removed so make sure you think carefully before applying.
To maximize your galatic standards you should wait for sales which pop up frequently. Stuff like the spatial scanner go on sale
for 50% off, same thing with destroyer part bundles, premium ships and synergy transfers so be patient.
Only major letdown on this is I really wish it came with a premium license given most other ships for sale provide you with
several days of premium license.
Don't forget to apply your new title of Elite pilot that the bundle provides!!!. Point and click kinda game. Says I got three hours
on it. I kept getting stabbed.
I do like how it kind of steers you when you get rekt. It helps you out a bit and shows you where you went wrong. I kinda of saw
where the story was going and then it pleasantly turned a few times to make it not so obvious. I liked it. It's complete garbage.
0\/10 would buy
. The bad: Boring (copy-paste story, tedious level design), buggy, bad controls, feels like a f2p browser game from the
mid-'00s.
The good: Art is alright, I guess.
This game is best avoided, even though it's cheaper than a pack of gum. Not even mildly entertaining.
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